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European financial debt is a dynamic asset class whose
value proposition revolves around two key aspects:
-

-

Regulatory tailwind: regulators have been
continuously inducing reduction of risks in financial
institutions. Since the global financial crisis, banks
have built up substantial levels of capital and liquidity
in excess of regulatory minimums and buffers. This
is intuitively beneficial to creditors.
Complexity bears opportunities: countless
regulations, the idiosyncratic nature of the industry
and issuer developments provide for the perfect
arena for active management. Careful issuer
selection is essential for generation of value.

Source: ICE, Nordea Investment Fund SA.
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But what does this mean in practice? In this document
we would like to zoom on some numbers and practical
examples to better gauge the opportunities offered by the
asset class and the Nordea 1 – European Financial
Debt Fund before reiterating our outlook and positioning
for the months to come.

Visualizing European Financial Debt
Dispersion
The chart below is one way to look at the dispersion
within the financial debt asset class. It pictures the
spread of bonds which compose the European financial
high yield and CoCo bonds indexes vs their respective
maturities:

Much of the dispersion is clearly linked to the
fundamentals of the underlying issuer as well as
specific issue characteristics, however there’s more than
meets the eye. Intuitively, regulatory and technical
complexity as well as idiosyncratic uncertainty often
provide for attractive investment opportunities that a pair
of experienced hands can harvest.
From time to time, complacency can prevail towards
segments where a striking lack of concern veils material
risks. On the other side, the news flow can open
opportunistic windows as the market is uncertain on
how to price in new information, as well as fear premiums
are often embedded in price developments on a name
specific basis.
On this note, in the next section we bring in focus the
case of Banca Monte dei Paschi, one of the strongest
performing issuers in Q2 2020, as well as one of our
main performance contributors along the quarter.

The case of Banca Monte dei Paschi
Banca Monte dei Paschi (BMPS) is a challenged Italian
bank which appeared often in the news due to
capitalization concerns and continuous dialogues with
European regulators to handle the delicate situation. In
May 2020 the bank has been hitting the news again, this
time with positive developments, that will allow the
institution to reduce holdings of non-performing loans
strongly.
We have been anticipating positive developments for the
issuer for a while and gradually built up a relatively large
position in the name as our conviction stood firmly

Source: ICE, Nordea Investment Fund SA.

against market consensus. In Q2 2020, subordinated
notes from BMPS rallied as much as +50%-60% after
regulatory approval of a historic deal that marks a turning
point for the issuer, proving our positioning worth. At the
same time, senior notes quickly moved from ranking
among highest risk as measured by spread at the end of
April to the lower risk segment of the universe at the end
of July.
What happened? On the 29th of May 2020, BMPS
received an informal approval by the European
Commission to proceed with the disposal of a large
quantity of Non-Performing Loans (NPLs). The loans are
to be bought by AMCO, that is an asset manager closely
linked to the Italian government (which added to
uncertainty over the case).
Why is this relevant for BMPS? This is a huge step for
the bank which marks enormous progress since the
restructuring plan was last approved in 2017. Monte dei
Paschi bonds cheered at the news with a massive rally
in the secondary market.
Why is this relevant for the fund and our investor?
We held a sizeable position in Monte dei Paschi bonds,
both Tier 2 and senior. We have been anticipating such
developments for a while and invested back in February
2019. For good reasons, we never lost conviction, even
when the market lost faith in the issuer and punished it
during March Covid-19 selloff. We even increased our
position when prices once more hit the low. While this
was one of the main performance detractors along the
selloff, the risk we have selectively taken is proving worth
now.

Why was our conviction so high and what did we do?
The issuer has not been granted much trust from
investors, especially along the selloff in March, and the
spread on its subordinated bonds was among the highest
in the asset class. While still a challenged case, we saw
at least 4 reasons why the name deserved attention:

Banca Monte dei Paschi declined to a price that was
discounting a bail-in event, implying the bank was
close to a failing or likely-to-fail position. Based on our
considerations of the case, this looked like the best
entry point to invest, with a high potential and a large
gap vs market consensus.

1) The bank had not been breaching capital supervisory
capital requirements since the past restructuring plan
was confirmed and had been following-up closely on
regulatory requests;

We hence started to gradually build up on the position in
February 2019 and slowly increased the exposure as the
credit story was improving. We held on to our position
in the name in the stressed markets we saw earlier this
year and even increased in the subordinated
instruments mid-March, considering that the bank had
overshot its commitments to the regulator which made
the likelihood of support for further progress very likely,
even in troubled times. Eventually, BMPS turns out to be
one of the strongest issuers in terms of performance in
Q2 2020, both for the fund and the asset class.

2) It had also completed the near-entirety of NPL
disposals agreed with the European Commission for
end-2021;
3) Valuations were facing further stress that was
triggered by external events, such as Italian politics
derailing efforts, rather than internal issues;
4) A resolution of the bank would have likely led to an
adverse impact on the country’s financial stability and
was hence no ideal event for any party in the game;
After a challenging 2018 end, on the back of a broader
risk-off sentiment, the subordinated instruments of

From now on, a further normalization of asset quality is
on the cards, and we see BMPS better positioned than
peers to face the expected stress on loan books once
moratoria and government support are lifted later this
year. More importantly, this now leaves open the door for
a potential merger of the lender with another domestic
issuer, an option that is likely to provide further support
to the bonds.

Source: Datastream, Nordea Investment Fund SA. The performance represented is historical; past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results and investors may not recover the full amount invested. The value of your investment can go up
and down, and you could lose some or all of your invested money.

A huge step for Banca Monte dei Paschi and
a strong signal for the banking sector.
What’s next? Outlook for the months to
come.
With the approval of this deal the European Commission
continues to signal the strong support it has committed
to the banking sector in the current recession. European
authorities have been very vocal in stressing that banks
are part of the solution, and not the core of the problem
in the ongoing crisis. On the other hand, there is no doubt
that the pandemic will have an effect on bank
capitalization as it will generate losses: the question is
rather, where is risk concentrated? In our opinion,
mounting NPLs provisions should at least give some
worry in relation to discretionary payments. Just like
dividends and bonuses, AT1 coupons are in fact
discretionary and next for cancellation. For banks with
low buffers, coupon cancellation may not even be so
much of a choice but rather a mechanical regulatory
effect. As a reminder, in the (very gentle) 2018 EU stress
test 52% of banks breached their requirements and
applied distribution restrictions which impacted all
discretionary payments alike. The cancellation of the
accrued 2019 dividend/buyback programmes may well
be a short-term help, but the coupon cancellation risk on
junior debt is still material. Having said that, it is clear that
regulators and governments are running the extra mile to
support financial institutions, and this in practice means
that banks of a certain size should be expected to
operate orderly, a common interest for authorities and
society alike. In turn, this indicates in our opinion that
instruments such as subordinated Tier 2 bonds
(structures with mandatory coupons) should be well
serviced. For this reason, we have reduced our exposure
to AT1/CoCos after the selloff, favoring instead Tier 2
bonds whose coupon is mandatory.

As opposed to many banks, insurance companies went
into the current crisis with a significantly higher
capitalisation above minimum requirements on
average. To put things in perspective, in 2019 many
insurers were more than adequately reserved for
solvency capital requirements (SCR) with a coverage of
roughly 2 times the regulatory threshold. This doesn’t
mean that the sector is immune to the crisis of course.
On the contrary, future economic impacts on the wider
economy will translate into concrete financial difficulties
for companies, which could lead to rating downgrades,
thus increasing capital requirement, as well as potential
defaults. As for direct impacts related to insurance
policies, there are of course several lines impacted.
Event cancellation will bear losses that should however
remain manageable. European health insurers should
see claims, yet most of these costs should be borne by
states and the like. Business interruption could be more
of an issue, even if it is clearly excluded from most
policies. Potential losses are difficult to estimate on
aggregate, but could be sizeable for the industry in total.
Yet, we are only exposed to the risk through globally
diversified insurers and we do not currently foresee
large solvency impacts on the insurers we are exposed
to. A number of Tier 2 bonds within the sector actually
showed encouraging valuations so we have added
selective exposure to the insurance sector as of Q1
end.
As we believe we stand ready for the months to come,
our positioning has also proved worth so far, and has
allowed us to outperform (net of fees, BI-EUR) the
broader European financial high yield market along
the rebound despite a 40%+ allocation to investment
grade bonds.

Please notice that the Nordea 1 – European Financial Debt Fund has no official benchmark. Comparison with other financial
products or benchmarks is only meant for indicative purposes. There can be no warranty that an investment objective,
targeted returns and results of an investment structure is achieved. The value of your investment can go up and down, and
you could lose some or all of your invested money. Source: Datastream, Nordea Investment Funds S.A.

The sub-funds mentioned are part of Nordea 1, SICAV, an open-ended Luxembourg-based investment company (Société d'Investissement à Capital
Variable), validly formed and existing in accordance with the laws of Luxembourg and with European Council Directive 2009/65/EC of 13 July 2009. This
document is advertising material and does not disclose all relevant information concerning the presented sub-funds. Any investment decision in the subfunds should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), which are available, along with the current
annual and semi-annual reports, electronically in English and in the local language of the market where the mentioned SICAV is authorised for distribution,
without charge upon request from Nordea Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017 Luxembourg, from the local representatives
or information agents, or from our distributors. Investments in derivative and foreign exchange transactions may be subject to significant fluctuations which
may affect the value of an investment. Investments in Emerging Markets involve a higher element of risk. The value of shares can greatly fluctuate
as a result of the sub-fund’s investment policy and cannot be ensured. Investments in equity and debt instruments issued by banks could bear
the risk of being subject to the bail-in mechanism (meaning that equity and debt instruments could be written down in order to ensure that most
unsecured creditors of an institution bear appropriate losses) as foreseen in EU Directive 2014/59/EU. For further details of investment risks
associated with these sub-funds, please refer to the relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID), available as described above. Nordea
Investment Funds S.A. has decided to bear the cost for research, i.e. such cost is covered by existing fee arrangements (Management-/Administration-Fee).
Nordea Investment Funds S.A. only publishes product-related information and does not make any investment recommendations. Published by Nordea
Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017 Luxembourg, which is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur
Financier in Luxembourg. Further information can be obtained from your financial advisor. He/she can advise you independently of Nordea Investment
Funds S.A. Please note that all sub funds and share classes might not be available in your country of jurisdiction. Additional information for
investors in Switzerland: The Swiss Representative and Paying Agent is BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, Succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Additional information for investors in Germany: The Information Agent in Germany is Société Générale S.A. Frankfurt
Branch, Neue Mainzer Straße 46-50, DE-60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation is also available
here. Additional information for investors in Austria: The Information and Paying Agent in Austria is Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG,
Am Belvedere 1, AT-1100 Vienna, Austria. Additional information for investors in the Netherlands: Nordea 1, SICAV is a Luxembourg Undertaking for
Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) registered in the Netherlands in the register kept by the AFM, and as such is allowed to offer its
shares in the Netherlands. The AFM register can be consulted via www.afm.nl/register. Additional information for investors in France: With the
authorisation of the AMF the shares of the sub-funds of Nordea 1, SICAV may be distributed in France. Centralising Correspondent in France is CACEIS
Bank, located at 1-3, place Valhubert, FR-75206 Paris cedex 13, France. Investors are advised to conduct thorough research before making any
investment decision. Additional information for investors in Belgium: The Financial Service Agent in Belgium is BNP Paribas Securities Services
S.C.A., Brussels Branch, Rue de Loxum, 25, BE-1000-Brussels, Belgium. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation is available upon demand
free of charge. Additional information for investors in Spain: Nordea 1, SICAV is duly registered in the CNMV official registry of foreign collective
investment institutions (entry no. 340) as authorised to be marketed to the public in Spain. The Depositary of the SICAV’s assets is, J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A. In Spain, any investment must be made through the authorised distributors and on the basis of the information contained in the mandatory
documentation that must be received from the SICAV’s authorised distributor prior to any subscription. The Representative Agent is Allfunds Bank S.A.U.,
C/ de los Padres Dominicos, 7, ES-28050 Madrid, Spain. A complete list of the authorised distributors is available in the CNMV’s webpage (www.cnmv.es).
Additional information for investors in Portugal: The Management Company of the SICAV, Nordea Investment Funds S.A., and the Depositary of the
SICAV’s assets, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., are validly formed and existing in accordance with the laws of Luxembourg and authorized by the
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg. Our distributor in Portugal is BEST - Banco Electrónico de Serviço Total, S.A., duly
incorporated under the laws of Portugal and registered with the CMVM as a financial intermediary. Additional information for investors in Italy: Fund
documentation as listed above is also available in Italy from the distributors and on the website www.nordea.it. The updated list of distribution agents in Italy,
grouped by homogenous category, is available from the distributors themselves or from the Paying Agents: State Street Bank International GmbH –
Succursale Italia, BNP Paribas Securities Services - Succursale di Milano, Allfunds Bank S.A.U. Succursale di Milano, Société Générale Securities Services
S.p.A., Banca Sella Holding S.p.A, Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A., CACEIS Bank S.A – Succursale Italia and on the website www.nordea.it. Any
requests for additional information should be sent to the distributors. Before investing, please read the prospectus and the KIID carefully. We recommend
that you read the most recent annual financial statement in order to be better informed about the fund's investment policy. The prospectus and KIID for
the sub-funds have been published with Consob. For the risk profile of the mentioned sub-funds, please refer to the fund prospectus. Additional
information for investors in the United Kingdom: The Facilities Agent is Financial Express Limited 2nd Floor, Golden House 30 Great Pulteney Street
W1F 9NN, London, United Kingdom. Additional information for investors in Ireland: The Facilities Agent is Maples Fund Services (Ireland) Limited, 32
Molesworth Street, D02 Y512 Dublin 2, Ireland. Additional information for investors in Sweden: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, Swedish
Branch, Smålandsgatan 17, SE-105 71 Stockholm, Sweden. Additional information for investors in Denmark: The Representative and Sub-Paying
Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, Danish Branch, Grønjordsvej 10, DK-2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation
is available here. Additional information for investors in Norway: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, Norwegian Branch, Essendrops gate 7,
Postboks 1166 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo, Norway. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Norwegian Branch, Essendrops gate 7, Postboks 1166
Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo, Norway. Additional information for investors in Finland: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, Satamaradankatu 5, FI-00020,
Helsinki, Finland. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Satamaradankatu 5, FI-00020, Helsinki, Finland. Additional information for investors
in Latvia: The Representative Agent is Luminor Bank AS, 62 Skanstes iela 12, LV-1013 Riga, Latvia. Additional information for investors in Estonia:
The Representative Agent in Estonia is Luminor Bank AS, Liivalaia 45, EE-10145 Tallinn, Estonia. Additional information for investors in Lithuania:
The Representative Agent in Lithuania is Luminor Bank AB, Konstitucijos pr. 21 A, LT-03601 Vilnius, Lithuania. Shareholders must evaluate possible
investment risks and take this into consideration when making investment decisions. Information for investors in Brazil: This is a strictly privileged and
confidential document for the purposes of a potential investment in foreign securities on a one-on-one basis with potential investors with a pre-existing
relationship with Nordea Investment Funds S.A. This document contains information addressed only to a specific individual and is not intended for distribution
to, or use by, any other person. This document (i) is provided for informational purposes only, (ii) should not be construed in any manner as any solicitation
or offer to buy or sell any securities or any related financial instruments, (iii) should not be construed in any manner as a public offer of any securities or any
related financial instruments, and (iv) and will be addressed to a potential investor with restrict access of information. Nordea 1, SICAV have not been, and
will not be, registered with the Brazilian Securities Commission (Comissão de Valores Mobiliários - CVM), and must not be offered or sold in Brazil except
in circumstances which do not constitute a public offering or distribution under Brazilian laws and regulations. Any public offering, placement or distribution,
as defined under Brazilian laws and regulations, of securities in Brazil, is not legal without prior registration under Law No. 6,385 of December 7, 1976, as
amended. Documents relating to the offering of the Nordea 1, SICAV, as well as information contained therein, must not be supplied to the general public in
Brazil (as the offering of the Nordea 1, SICAV is not a public offering of securities in Brazil) or used in connection with any offer for subscription or sale of
the Nordea 1, SICAV to the general public in Brazil. Investors within Brazil should consult with their own counsel as to the applicability of these laws and
regulations or any exemption there from. Source (unless otherwise stated): Nordea Investment Funds S.A. Unless otherwise stated, all views expressed
are those of Nordea Investment Funds S.A. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without prior permission and must not be passed to private
investors. This document contains information only intended for professional investors and financial advisers and is not intended for general publication.
Reference to companies or other investments mentioned within this document should not be construed as a recommendation to the investor to buy or sell
the same but is included for the purpose of illustration.

